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CIIAP!'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
La.ndslide problems are especially acute in the Pacific Northwest 
due to the rainy climate. RaL~fall concentrated during a few months in 
the winter causes saturation of the ground, triggering landslides. 
Pacific Northwest landslides cause several hundred thousand dollars 
worth of damage annually (Sohlicker, 1956). The actual cost in un-
doubtedly higher -than this because much damage is unreported. The Coast 
Range Mountains are particularly landslide prone due to high rair ...fa,11 
and poorly consolida.ted sediments., Nearly every major highway cut in 
these mountains has experienced some slide problems. 
I. PURPOSE 
The pixr.pose of this study is to prepare a guide to r£iCO£S":O:i.tion~ 
investigation and treatment of landslides in the Paciiic Northwe~t. 
This study c9llects and reports information and data that r.elate to this 
area from the large volume of material available on landslides., A local 
landslide has been utilized as a.n example of applied investigation and 
treatment. There are many large slides in this area wbich are too 
massive to treat, but it is importa.nt to recognize them because fre-
quently a troublesome small slide is merely a react~vation or a portion 
of a much larger pre-exist.ing slide. 
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II. DEFINITION AND CJ.iASSH.,ICATION OF LANDSLIDES 
The Highway Researc~ Board, Special Report No. 29, 1958, defines 
a landslide as follows: "A landslide is the downwa:..i.·d and outward move-
ment of slope forming materials, composed of natural rock, soils, 
artificial fills, or combinations of these materials." Landslide move-
1 
ment may be rapid, as in the case of an avalanche, or the movement may 
be much slower, taking.place over a period of days or even months. The 
rate of movement in a la...~dslide usually accelerates from zero or a 
small value and then again slows ·to a nominal value.. In contras·t, creep 
is a slow but relatively constant rate of intermittent movement ta.king 
place ovel.· a period of years or decades. Creep ph~nomena and land-
sliding have gxadational boundaries and may be difficult to differentiate 
in actual practice. 
(A number of classification schemes have been proposed by various 
authors (Terzaghi, 1950; Sharpe, 1938). These classification schemes 
have been based on the material involved, the shape of the slip surface, 
or the speed of movement. Terzaghi ( 1950) has stated, "A phenomenon 
involving such a multitude of combi11ations between ma.terials and dis-
turbing agents opens unlimited vistas for the classification enthusi-
ast"") ger1era.l, most classification systems have suffered from over 
complexity so that people i:n. the field never lear.a enough about a :par.-
ticular slide to properly classify it. Regardless of the d..1fficulties 
involvecl, it is still necessary to have some system so that a slide 
1 The tez'Ill avalanche as used in this report refers to the speed 
of movement a.nrl does not imply a. com:posi tion s1J.ch as snow. 
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.may be described easily. The classification that will be followed 
here is one proposed by Varnes, at present the classification most 
widely accepted (ERB Bull. 29~ 1958). 
Landslides may be initiated or former slides may be reactivated 
by human activity. The con."1.ection between human works and landsliding 
may be immediately obvi.ous where earthwork. is inYolvr~ds 1.n: it oi::.n be a 
less direct co:t:mection where deforestation or ·thE! constriJ..etion of a 
subdivision bas changed the ground water pattern and under5-rou.nd d~ain-
age. 
( landslides a.re frequently studied from tvo different approaches: 
that of the geomorphologist who fa interested in landsliding as 2.n 
agent L~ slope recession and erosion, or fxom. the point of view of ·the 
engi:nx~e:ring geologist who is interes·ted in the impact of s1:idiri..g on 
man's works and methods of minimizing resulting da.inagee 
Aot-ually, landslides oan best be studied. and described by using 
both app=oaches to recognize the causes a.nd effects of sliding. Land-
slide;:! which aI.•e not anticipated or evaluated in advance frequently 
destroy ::property which may cost many thousands of dollars a,s well as 
en.danger huma:u. lives.) 
III • P .ACIFIC NOR1l1H\iffi'S'I1 SLIDES 
There are a nuJnber of major slides in the Pacifio Northwest 
vhicr1 a.:i:e el ther large enough or li...ave bad s·nffioient economic impe. .. o ~ to 
have be~m reported in literature., The S.itkuJU slide in southwes·tern 
Oregont which resulted· in the formation of a lake and caus€d the 
deposition of several square miles of lacu:Rtine deposits 9 i~:l e.n. 
] h3 lA -tn 1q64) In ad.di"t:ion ·~o tht:i ro.aJ'or slidec .. the1:e a'J.-:-~~ ex.amp .. e \""'a. ,..w ..... , ,,. .. ~ 
large numbers of smaller landslides of all types., 
(conditions in the Pacific Northwest that favor landslides are 
steep terrain, poorly consolidated sediments or sediments with expand-
able clay content, and high rainfall. The effect of the rainfall is 
multiplied by the fact that the rain is seasonally concentrated during 
nine months of the yea:r:. These conditions result in a ty:pe of rapid 
moving slide which may be distinctive to the Pacific Northwest. These 
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slides consist of :mud conta.ining up to as much as 50 to 60 percent logs 
and ot~er vegetative debris~ These fast moving slides usually a.re 
formed in small draws containing intermittent streams. The intex-
mingling of soil and logs remaining after one of these slides is 
especially difficult to clean UPo Because these slides move rapidly1 
they can be very hazardous and destructive~ Examples of th.i.s type of 
slide inch;,de the one which destroyed , the U. s. Post Office in ~Iapleton0 
()r_egon on January 28, 1965. A similar slide closed the ro~d l~ading to 
the Crystal Mountain ski area. in Washington on July 16, 1971. CF1igo.re 
1). These slides are unique because their high de1>rif.3 content s~ems to 
help reta.in the moving material in a compact mass with a high liquid 
content. The remains of this type of slide c~ easily be mifr~aken fo:r..· a. 
log jam caused by a s·trea.m because once motion has stopped, ·&he ooi.l and. 
water drain away leaving on.ly the logs., 
IV. ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE OF LAN.DSLIIiE.S 
Several hundreds of thousands of doll '3.rs a.r8 expended anrn.u3~l1y 
on slid.es in the Pacific Northwest (Schlicker, 1956). M.e.ny sl.i.des are 
clean~d up and repaired by the persons or agencies i£'lllledi~tely involved 
and no records of the costs are mair.1.tained, so the cost ia undoubtedly 
F:~gu.re 1 f; Crystal Mountain Landslide . 
the high debris contento 
Note 
5 
larger than that recorded. However, the magnitude of the problem is 
indicated by the following example. In the Umpqua National Forest, the 
slides which were large enough to require a contract to correct, cost 
approximately $156,ooo.oo in 1971.2 This figure does not include any 
of the smaller landslides which were cleaned up under timber sale 
contracts or by maintenance forces, nor does it include slides which 
occurred on Bureau of Land Management roads and state highways or on 
private property. 
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A single slide can vary widely in cost depending on the size. An 
example of a large slide is one located about one mile north of Port 
Angeles, Washington on the ttHeart 0' the Rills Road" in the Olympic 
National Park wr.d.ch cost approximately S760,000.00 to correct. 2 This 
figu.~e does not include the amount e~11ended on exploration and design. 
There are indirect costs involved in.landslides, including extra 
engineering on ctu-rent cons·I;ru.ction projects, extra right-of-way t;osts, 
disruption of traffic, dislocation of utilities and many other sid.e 
effects for vtl1ich no cost accounting is made. Attempts have been made 
to evaluate the costs of landslides but there are so many factors and 
agencies invo1ved. that they will probably never be accurately measured 
in terms of dollars. The loss of human life and the interruptio~ of 
normal commerce would make the cos·f; even greater than a simple adcli tion 
of damage costs. 
2RGoords Federe: .. l Highway Administration, Vancouver, Washington.., 
.. ·- - - - - - - . -
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CHAPTER II 
RECOGNITION OF LANDSLIDES 
(Landslides are especially difficult to recognize in the western 
part of the Pacific Northwest due to the almost universal prevalence 
of thick vegetation. )rn the Coast Range Mountains, the understory 
vegeta·tion is frequently so thick that one cannot see more than a few 
feet in any direction, and therefore, the physical phenomena associated 
with landslides are difficult to identify. 
(rr an investigation is to be part of a study for engineering work 
where new construction is to be involved, a preliminary investigation 
is essential.) This includes a study of aerial photographs and a review 
of a.~y literature which pertains to the area. In general, there are a 
few parts of the Pacific Northwest where one government agency or · 
another does not have photographic coverage. The topography, soil types 
and geology can be evaluated before embarking u~on any field work. A 
good preliminary study will not eliminate any part of the necessary field 
investigation, but will.make it easier to accomplish and more effective. 
Io EXISTING DATA 
Good sou:i.--oes of li tera.tUI.·e and information on a particular area of 
Literest include maps and other publications of the United States 
Geological Survey. State geological surveys also commonly produce 
maps and publications which prove to be of value in investigating an area 
for potential landslides. Many of the newer. maps may actually show are?,s 
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of old landsliding. Utility companies, railroads and highway depart-
\ 
ments sometimes have unpublished report's whioh contain useful 
information. In addition to these sources, soil survey maps and 
bulletins published by the u. s. Department of Agriculture in coopera-
tion with the states are excellent sources of information. u.s.D.A. 
soil bulletins published from 1958 to 1961 often contain a section on 
engineering applications, and after 1961, all the soil bulletins con-
tain a section on the engineering charact~ristics of soil typeso 
To be of greatest value in identifying landslides, aerial photo-
graphs should be of a scale close to 1 to 10,000. A landslide must be 
relatively large to show up on a photograph with a scale of 1 to 
20,000 or larger. Some of the features that can be discovered on an 
aerial photograph which help identify a potential landslide are steep 
slopes, changes in vegetation, the semicircular scar of the head scarp, 
and disturbed ground with hummocky topography and undrained depressions. 
Ev~dence of ground movement also can be detected from aerial photographs 
such as displacement of a creek to one side of its channel by the 
encroacb1nent of slide debris in·(;o the creek (HRB Bull. 29, 1958). · 
The majority of landslides which must be corrected are small, less 
tha.n 100 feet in width and length, and these will barely be distinguish-
able on a photo with a scale of 1 to 10,00Q~ Because of this, aerial 
photos may be of the gr:eatest assistance in locating areas prone to 
sliding rather than for spotting each L'"ldividual slide. Photos should 
be consulted'. whenever available to assure the invE::stigator that the 
acti v·e slide he is t"lorking with is not just a small part of a larger 
mass that is difficult to i?-entify on the ground. 
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II. REX!ONNAISS.ANCE 
Landslides can be· recognized on the ground by the same features 
which are identified on aerial photographs. In addi.tion, an on-the-spot 
reconnaissance will often uncover features which are too small to be 
identified on an aerial photo, or are masked by heavy vegetation. Many 
slides are difficult to detect on the ground because of their large size, 
and close attention to details on the photos is necessary to detect them. 
One of the more common landslid.a features which is useful in detecting 
large slides on the ground is the soil type. Large slides often contain 
a heterogeneous mixture of boulders, cobbles and fine grained soil, 
similar to glacial till (Crandell, 1971). Oitcrops of rock should be 
checked and the attitude of the bedding should be compared with the 
regional a·cti tude. An expla.."1.a ti on should be sought if' discordant 
attitudes are found. Landslides can be detected by noting the presence 
of water-loving vegetation, displacement of linear features, bowed or 
bent trees, undrained depressions, cracks, scars, and other features 
normally associated wi,th landsliding such as hummocky ground (ERB Bull. 
29, 1958). While none of these features are conclusive in themselves, 
they furnish a. clue that a further investigation en the ground is 
desirable in search of supporting and confirming evidence for the exis-
tence of a landslide. Unless massive earthwork has covered it, there is 
almost always evidence of pre-existing unstable landslide conditions. 
Some of the most troublesome and costly slides are the result of reacti-
vation cf an older slide mass. In the author·~ s experience, the presence 
of a number of small slides a.re indicative of a_potential of larger 
landslide activity4 
. CHAPTER III 
Il'IVESTIGATION OF LANDSLIDES 
I. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIOl:I 
The most satisfactory time to recognize a landslide :problem is 
during the preliminary ground reconnaissance which is normally conduc-
ted for any significant engineering project. At this stage, plans a.re 
usually still tentative in nature and little has been invested in the 
location. Recognition of a slide problem at this stage can often 
result in relocation to avoid the problem, or the design can be easily 
altered to provide for the landslide. The more advanced the pla.nning, 
the lnore difficult and costly it becomes to make modifications; there-
fore early recognition of landslide problems is vital for a safe a.11d 
economic design of engineering works. 
II. EXPLORATION 
One of the first steps in the field expioration of a landslide is 
preparation of a map and cross-sections. The purpose of mapping at an 
early stage is to provide a working base on which the exploration data 
can be located and plotted. ¥~.ps which are prepared for slide inves-
tigation generally contain both aerial and geologic data. One of the 
first decisions which must be made is the map scale and contour interval. 
The area to 'be mapped, the importance and extent of the study as well as 
the physical topog.~aphy, will have a bearing on the scale and contour 
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interval selected for use in mapping. A scale frequently used by 
\ 
engineers isl" to 100'. This scale will be found useful in a great 
many slides. If buildings a.re involved or great detail is to be mapped, 
a scale of l" to 10' or l" to 50' may be the best scale. Slides which 
cover large areas, such as a square mile or more, may require the scale 
to be l" to 500' or l" to 1000' in order that the entire slide may be 
included on a single sheet of usable size. The contour interval may be 
any appropriate to the topography and may range .from 2' up to 50'. A 
suggested contour interval for the average slide is 5' (Zaruba and Mencl, 
1969 )o 
A landslide vicinity map should contain references to: :property 
lines, bench marks, stationing on a highway or railroad or other recog~ 
nizable permanent features; special slide features such as cracks 9 
displacement of fences and a:ny other landslide features; cultu:z:al 
features such as roads-, buildings, fences, pipe lines and sewer lines; 
a:ny possible water sources including streams~ rivers, creeks, and ponds; 
and subsurface investigations such as drill holes, test pits, inst1:u.meh-
tatiou location and the location of geophysical tests. 
When exploring a landslide, one of the must important pa-r:amet~:rs 
which r.m.tst be determL."1.ed is the shape and oonfigu.ra ti on of the slip 
plane. Investigators are discovering, with the increased use of incli-
nometers,. that the slip plane is more eomplex ~han had pre-viously been 
believed. Xn fact, the simple rotational failu:r:e Il!d.Y exist only in 
small slides involving a few hundred cubic yards (Stout, 1971). The 
chief use of slip plane data is in analysis and· correction design. 
There axe sevC:!ral methods which can be used to determine the depth 
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and shape of the slip surface. The one most frequently used in the pre-
liminary and reconnaissance stage is inference based on the physical 
appearance of the slide. This method can be refined by inclusion of 
actual measurements of the attitudes of the cracks at the head of the 
slide and the slip surface at the toe. These are plotted on a profile 
and are then connected with a smooth cw."Ve. The result is often a 
reasonably accurate representation of the slip surface which can be 
shown on the cross-sections (Iffi.B Bull. 29, 1958). 
The combination of inspection and physical measurement may seem to 
leave a great deal of latitude for personal evaluation, but in actual 
practice the results are satisfactory and, in most casest experienced 
engineering geologists often arrive at almost identical profiles when 
working on the same slide (HRB Bull. 29, 1958). This method of deter-
mining the slip surface has the advantage of being rapid and relatively 
inexpensive because it utilizes the equipment that most geologists will 
have with them in the field - the hand level, tape and Brunton compass~ 
Borings are frequently made to investigate a landslide. ·when 
arranging a program of borings, it is best to include as many auger 
borings as possible so that water-bearing strata information can.be 
obtained along with the rest of the data. The slip plane is usually 
difficult to detect in borings unless the slip is occurririg along a 
change in soil or lithology. The slip surface is sometimes associated 
with a water flow, a point helpful in identifying the slip surface in 
the boring. Continuous sampl~ng is often resorted to, if there is no 
I 
I 
change in texture or lithology-& The slip·surface can appear as a thin 
parting in. the soil and is easily oYerlookedo On rare occasions 1 ·the 
boring is made large enough to allow a man to descend down the bore 
hole and actually observe the strata (Leighton, 1966). The major 
problems vith borings are that they are expensive, access is often 
difficult for equipment, and the slip su:r:face is frequently overlooked 
in a bore hole .. 
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Geophysical methodss primarily resistivity ai1d seismic refraction 
are sometimes applied to a landslide in order to determine the slip 
surface. Earth resistivity is particularly useful in this regard if 
the slide is recent or still moving. A series of resistivity depth 
sounding cross-sections are taken at intervals down the length of the 
slide, nor.ma.I t-o the direction of the movemento These tests, when 
plotted on a profile of the slide, often reveal the depth of the slip 
surface (l4oore, 1965). The earth resistivity technique is vez'Y sensi-
tive to cha.."'lges in resistivity along with depth. This test is 
advantageous iif tha·t the surf ace area needed to make a test is roughly 
thl.'ee tiR1..~s the depth of in·terest so that it can be conducted on a 
na.J.TOW slide • 
.Another phenomenon, which is as yet unexplained and is sometimes 
encounter~. when conducting re sis ti vi'CY tests on an active landslide, 
is an electrical disturbance associated with the slip surface. This 
disturbance i~ recorded on the resistivity dept~ test as a sha~~ dis-
11lacement of the field curve (Moore, 1965). The electrical disturbance 
gradually decreases with time after the slide has come to rest. In the 
authoris e~pexience, the tests must be conducted within the month in 
which the slide -movement occu.r~ed in order to be successful in detecting 
this elect.::r.5.~u~.l dist1.Li:-be.:n.oe. 
--~--~-~ 
'1 '\ ...... ~ "'" ""-: ........ ~<t ~ .:::-~~ ""'!. -: "t .!: 
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Refraction seismographs have also been utilized in order to detect 
the slip surface when there is an increase in velocity associated with 
with it. Refraction seismology has the disadvantage that the spread 
on the surface mu.st be four to ten times the depth of interest. This 
often results in the line, along which geophones are placed, extending 
beyond the slide onto non-sliding ground. 
Various ·well logging techniques such as electro logs and gamma 
logs might also prove valuable in determining the slip surf ace in a 
slide. There has been little reference to the use of these methods in 
literature on the study of landslides. The slip surface frequently 
contains extra moisture or a change in lithology. Well logging tech-
niques respond to both of these chang~s so that detection of the slip 
plane by these methods is a definite possibility. 
In~linometers of various types are frequently installed in active 
landslides to detect the slip surface. These range from a simple tube 
down which rods can be lowered in a boring, to instruments costing over 
$10,000.00. The use of these inclinometers is limited by two factors: 
they must be installed in a bore hole and the slide must still be 
active. The inclinometer measures deformation- of a casing which has 
been placed in the slide. This property is probably the most serious 
disadvantage because in many cases involving engineering work, the slide 
must by analyzed and a correction designed before any movement occurs 
or can be detected. Many slides do continue to make slight movements 
which can be picked up by a sensitive inclinometer even after the 
surficial movement has apparently ceased. An additional problem has 
been that ·il1clinometers usually require the installation of a relatively 
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large tube that drills commonly available could not install. This 
\ 
problem has been solved recently and several commercially available 
units will fit inside a 2" diameter tube (Dwmicliff, 1971). 
An example of an inexpensive inclinometer is a simple tube, 
usually of electrical conduit or plastic tubing. Different lengths of 
rods are lowered inside the tubing and the length of rod just able to 
pass through the bend in the tube can be related to the degree of 
curvature of the tube. This system has the advantages that it may be 
assembled in the field from materials which are available in any hard-
ware store and that few calculations are needed to analyze the data. 
The disadvantage is that this simple and inexpensive type costs 
nearly as nmch to install as the more sophisticated inclinometers, since 
the primary cost of installation is in boring the hole and backfilling 
a.round the tube. In addition, this type has a low order of sensitivity 
to· detect minor movements and is unable to detect multiple slip sux-
faces. This last problem can be partially overcome by leaving a rod in 
the bottom of the tube attached by a wire and measuring from both the 
bo·ttom up and.the top dowr~. The Oregon Highway Department has u£ed an 
improved simple inclinometer, a square tube, which gives better orien-
tation. They have purchased a strain gauge inclinometer which fits the 
same tubes. 
More sensitive and precise inclinometers have been manufactured 
using Va:I.'ious systems including photographic, pneumatic, the 'Wheatstone 
bridge, strain gauge and the a~celerometer as the principle of operation. 
The better models of these instruments are capable of detecting def or-
mations in the ca.sing in the order of in in 1000~ (Dun.n.icliff, 1971). 
• 
l 
Sensitive inclinometers usually have the disadvantage that some 
calculations must be made before the data can be utilized. Computer 
programs are available which accomplish these calculations, but if the 
computer is used, the results will not be immediately available in the 
field. Most inclinometers also take some time to read in the field 
since a profile of the entire tube is normally developed. This is 
accomplished by making readings at some set interval, usually 2 1 • 
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Some instruments require a positive and negative reading in each direc-
tion so four traverses of the tube are required if both the east- west, 
north-south components of the movement are desired. It normally takes 
30 minutes or more to read a tube, depending on the depth of the tube 
·and whether both directions of movements a.re desired. The results are 
then reduced and compared with the initial readings which were taken on 
each tube. This comparison can be done by ·superposition of the two 
plots on ~ light table or the comparison can be made directly in the 
computer prog:cam which reduces the data and prints out the differences 
between the two sets of readings (Dunnicliff, 1971) • 
CHAPrER IV 
INTEP..PREI'ATION OF EXPLORATION .AND STABILITY ANALYSIS 
Io ANALYSIS DURING EXPLORATION 
It is essential that interpretation and analysis be carried on 
during the entire process of landslide investigation. During the field 
exploration, new data should be utilized as soon as obtained. It is 
often advantageous to change the exploration plan from that originally 
proposed and ma...~imum information from each boring is essential (ERB 
Bull. 29, 1958 ). -
.A vicinity map and cross-sections shou1d be prepared ea:rly during 
the slide investiga·tion processes., All information from drill holes 
and other sources should be plotted on the map and cross-sections as 
soon as obtained. Interpretation of the geological information, 
g~ophysical results, boxing information and laboratory test data is the 
most demanding part of a landslide study. The success of mathematical 
solut~ons a.,.~d the design of corrective measures depend on the selection 
of the proper slip plane conf~gu.::::ation and the proper soil strength 
parameters fr.om test data. There have been a number of studies on the 
selecM.on of strenoc:rth parameters for stability a.."lalysis. Experienced 
judg'ment is still of primary importance in the selection of the proper 
values (Schuster, 1967), (Singh and Lee, 1970). 
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II. LABORATORY TESTS .A!ID SELECTION OF STRENGTH V ALUF!> 
Labo:r"dtory testing of cohesive soils has reached a fairly high 
state of reliability, but landslides are frequently composed of 
heterogeneous mixtures of soils, and if a number of samples are sub-
mitted for testing., a range of values may be received from the 
laboratory. The type of slide will also have a bearing on the type of 
laboratory tests run which in turn will hav·e a.n effect on the values 
received (Bishop and Henkel, 1964). The formations in the slide will 
also have an effect on the choice of strength values to be used in 
analysis. In a ~issured clay, for ex81Ilple, the strength of the clay 
is largely determined by the fissures which are not examined in the 
small laboratory sample and the laboratory values must be de:rated by 
a factor of 5 to 10 (Terzaghi, 1936). The effects of time must be 
considered in the choice of strengths and the .type of analysis per-
f orroed (Skempton, 1948). 
III. STABILITY ANALYSIS 
There are a number of methods available to analyze la...~dslides~ 
:many of which have been adapted to the use of the electronic computer. 
Most of the methods of landslide analysis are based on the assumption 
that the shearing strength of any soil is made up of cohesion and in-
ternal· friction. The Swedish method of slices was developed by 
Fell.enius (1927) and has remained the basis of most of the analytical 
methods applied to rotational slides ever sinoe. The method of slices 
ia a technique of breaking a large irregular mass into smaller units., 
The forces acting on these smaller units can then be calculated. This 
\ 
method remains the most common method of slide analysis today, even 
though it results in a slightl~ erroneous safety factor (Lambe and 
Whitman, 1969). The reasons for the continued wide use of the method 
of slices seem to be that it is widely known, simple to use, and the 
errors are on the safe side. The Bishop method, a modification of the 
method of slices is considered by many authori ·cies to be the most 
accurate method of analysing the rotational type of slide (Bishop 9 
1955).· Morgenstein and Price (1965) introduced a method of analysis 
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which enables one to cope with an irregular slip plane. In many slide 
problems the slip plane can be approximated by a straight line or a 
series of lines. In this case, an accurate safety factor can be ob-
tained by the wedge method. (Figure 8) • 
.Another method of analyzing rotational types of slides i~ tha~ 
developed by Taylor (1937). Students of landslides noted when 
analyzing rotational slide failures that if the angle of the slope 
remained constant and the height increased, the failure arc would en-· 
large in proportion. This being true, a factor could be developed f 0r 
each angle of slope which would not be dependent on height. Taylor 
published a set of these factors which he called stability numbers. 
He also noted while analyzing the large number of slides in checking 
his data that -there were relationships between the center of the most 
critical arc and his numbers. 
Knowing the soil :proper-ties and the slope, one can enter his 
ta-bles and find the most critical arc and the factor of sa.f ety. 
Capper and Cassie ( i.949) and NAV.FAC DM-7 (1971) contain the necessary 
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tables a.nd directions for their use. This method is especially use-
ful in the design of stable cut slopes in excavation. The tables can 
be entered with the soil properties and the proposed slope after which 
one can quickly determine if the proposed slope will be stable3 
The following is an example of slide analysis using the Swedish 
method of slices. No attempt will be made here to go into the back-
ground or theory behind this method of analysis. 
In order to make a stability analysis of a landslide, it is 
necessar;y to have the following information: (1) a definition of the 
soil mass involved, such as depth and lateral extent, (2) zones of 
weak:r.iess, (3) the strength parameters of the soils involved (weight 
in pounds D, cohesion in pounds c., angle of internal friction in de-
degrees ¢), (4) pore pressure or ground water level, and (5) outside 
influences which may affect the slide, as irrigation or broken water 
and storm sewer lines. 
Once this information has been assembled, the next stage in 
making a stability analysis is to construct a cross-section of the 
slide. The cross-section must be parallel to the direction ~f move-
ment and at the point of greatest length of the slide. The actual 
cross-section will be necessarily idealized du~ to the complexity of 
most ]a.no.slides as well as the paucity of information about the slide. 
If the a.n.a.lysis is to be done by computer, there may be restrictions 
on the cross-section imposed by the computer program (state of Calif.; 
1970). If the computations are to be done manually, it will be 
adva...11tageous if' the number of soil layers can be idealized to one layer 
or two, at the most. Once the cross-section is completed and the soil 
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pro~erties shown, it will be best to ink the drawing if the problem 
is ~o be solved by hand, so that construction lines can be penciled 
i 
in cind erased without destroying the cross section. 
I 
1 
In order to save time in both hand calculation and computer 
time, if one is used, it is necessary to select an initial arc as 
l 
close to the critical failure arc as possible. In a soil deriving 
most of its strength from internal friction, a shallow failure arc 
will have the lowest faotor of safety. When a soil derives most of 
its strength from cohesion, a deep failure arc will usu.ally be the 
most cri·tica.l (NAVFAC DM-7, 1971). In some cases, such as that of an 
embankment with.a stabilizing berm, more that one critical arc may 
exist and it will be desirable to analyze the section using more than 
one initial failure center so that all potential failures are 
located. 
After laying out the assumed failu.re a.re on the cross-section, 
the next step is to break up the mass above the failure arc into a 
series of vertical slices as shown on Figure 2 (Lambe and Whitman, 
1969 ). Six .to ten slices is normally considered adequate. They need 
not be of equal width, but the boundaries shoitld be drawn so that the 
slices form simple geometric shapes~ Slices 2 through 6 ca.n be 
treated a.s trapezoids and slices l and 7 as triangles. Once the 
slices have been drawn, and the original arc drawn, the next step is 
to lay out a ·cable as sho'WD. on Figure 2. Diff eren·t authorities may 
set up the table i.n different ways, but the results will 'be the same 
(Lambe and Whi tma.n, ·1969 ), (BR.13 :Bull. 216, 1959 ), (:Bishop~ 1955 )o 
0 = 125 
c = 250 
Rf= 10° 
.• 
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SI ice 
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-
F_ .. i_g_u_r_e~2-. _rJ_a_n_d_s-li,de· analysis using the me_t_b..__o_d_o._f __ l slices. 
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The table is filled in as follows: Slice Number - self-e:x:planatorJ 
W - the weight of each slice, found by multiplying the area of the 
slice by the weight of the soil per cubic foot. This gives the weight 
of the slice as the slice is assumed to be l foot thick. 
Sin-8 - the sin of the angle between the horizontal and a line normal 
to the radius of the failure circle. This angle is usually found 
graphically from the cross-section. 
W Sine - tangential force of the slice; column W multiplied by the 
sin. 
Cose - cos of the angle found for sin. 
W Cos-6 - nor.mal force of the slice; column W multiplied by the cos. 
Ui - the pore pressure; found by multiplying the depth in feet taken 
at right angles to the pbreati.c surface from the bottom of the slice, 
times the weight of water or 62.4 (Figure ·3). This column is not 
used if water is not present. 
1 - the length of the failure surface along the bottom of the slice 
in feet; usually found by picking it off the graph with a scale and 
asswri.ing the bottom of the slice to be a straight line. 
-u-- the force from water; found by multiplying length by Ui. This 
column is not used if water is not presento 
N - the effective 4ormal force; calculated by subtracting the foroo 
from wa·i;er V from the effective weight of the slice W Cos 8 . If 
pore pressure is unlcr.1.01t1D., or not a factor, the value of W Cos 8 is 
used. 
G€nerally the weights found are rec'ordf;d in thousands of pounds 
called Kips (K) in order to simplify the note-keeping, but it does not 
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matter what units are used as long as they are used consistantly. 
The final step is actually calculating the factor of safety for 
the arc~ The factor of safety is defined as follows: the sum of the 
forces resisting motion divided by the sum of the forces actuating. 
If the actuating forces are g.!.'eater than.the resisting forces, the 
factor of safety falls below 1, and the failure of the slope is immi-
nent. The actual equation used to find the factor of safety is: 
F,S. :: Cl~: ~i~ ~an¢ (HRB Bull. 29, 1958). An example of the actual 
calculation is shown in Figu:re 2. 
In order to find the minimum factor of safety for a slope, it 
will be necessary to calculate the factor of safety for several 
failure arcs. Since the center of rotation may move vertically and 
horizontally, and the radius may vary, it requires considerable 
judgment to know when the minimum factor of safety has been found. 
When there is a firm base to the slide, the circles are a.11 drawn 
tangent to the base and the faetors of safety are plotted as a grid, 
contou.rs showing equal factors of safety are drawn, and the minimum 
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will thea show up as a depression (Lambe and Whitman, 1969). (Figu.~e 
4). 
IV. STABILITY OF SLIDING SLOPES 
If the proper values are chosen for the stability analysis, a 
aaf ety factor above 1 would indicate that a slope is stable. Most 
authorities agree that if a sliding slope has a factor of safety 
slightly less than 1 and with a value of .95 or less, rapid failure 
can -be expected in cohesive soils (HR:B Bull. 29, 1958). With th:ts 
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information, it is possible to confirm the stability analysis a.nd 
choice o.f' soil strength values by reconstructing the original ground 
surface and finding a factor of safety between 0.95 and l (BHB Bull. 
29, 1958). 
Uncertainty in dealing with unstable slopes is always present 
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due to inconsistencies in the sliding strata, incomplete data resulting 
in an erroneous cross-section, presence of unsuspected water and other 
unknown factors. Correct interpretation of the geological and other 
test data will reduce the uncertainties L.~ slide analysis to a 
minimum. 
! .. 
i 
TREAIJ.'MENT OF LANDSLIDES 
I~ PRELIMINARY REMEDIES 
Treatment of landslides is expensive and a poorly planned correc-
tion can cause more extensive sliding. Therefore, an understanding 
of the.slide must be obtained before any action is recommended. One 
of the immediate treatments used in the Pacific Northwest is tree re-
,n moval.,. This action has been proven to be detrimental a.nd may actually 
increase the danger of sliding (Grays 1970). Earthwork particularly 
should. be avoided un·l;il after an investigation has been completedo 
The Pipe Organ slide, which occurred in 1965 near Dillon, Montana, is 
an example where an attempt to correct a small slide by benching and 
slope flattening resulted in reactivating an enormous ancient slide 
(Williams a.nd Armstrong, 1970). 
Covering of a small landslide with plastic sheeting is some·times 
attempted as a temporary expedient in stabilizing a landslide (Leighton, 
1966). This should be considered only if the slope is steep enough to 
afford immediate :runoff of rain water. The plastic prevents water 
from escaping through evaporation as well as preventing water froru 
t 
entering the soil. If puddles form in depressions on the plastic, 
water may eventually enter the slide through punctures and increase 
the moi£tu:r·e problem in the slide~ 
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'When a slide is encountered which is endangering property, the 
best form of immediate action which can be taken is to reduce the 
amount of water in the area of the slide mass. This action will sel-
dom cause additional sliding problems on the areas adjoining the slide. 
There are a number
1
of ways that this may be doneo One of the most 
common is to seal ground cracks to prevent the en·~rance of surface 
water. This is done by filling them with compacted earth or by pour-
ing powdered bentonite into the cracks. Bentonitet available for use 
for driller's mud, is used directly as it comes from the bag (NAVFAC, 
1971)0 
Surface water should not be allowed to stand. Ponds and other 
enclosed depressions should be drained. Drainage can be accomplished 
by digging ditches by mechanical equipment, hand tools, or the use of 
explosives. Undrained depressions are verif common on old slides and 
may not have free water standing in them. However, any water which 
enters the depression will eventually soak into the slide. 
~'hen treating slides in built up or urban areas, utilities must 
be considered. Sewer and water lines can be broken by slide movement 9 
. allowing water to escape into the slide. A careful examination must 
be made because both utilities can continue to function even after 
being broken (Zaru.ba and Mencl, 1969). 
The most important factor to be kept in mind in planning 
immediate types of r~mediea is ~hat until a more detailed examination 
of the slide is made, nothing should be done which could cause trouble 
later. 
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II. PERM.ANENT TREATMENT OF SLIDES 
Treatment of landslides may be classified into three general 
categories: (1) avoidance, (2) reducing the driving forces and (3) 
increasing the shearing resistance. 
Avoidance 
The most obvious answer to landslide problems is simply to avoid 
them. This may be done by·recognizing the hazard in the beginning 
and, with proper land use proceduTes, avoiding excavation or construe-
tion of anything which can be damaged by slide activity. Avoidance 
j 
does not necessarily mean relocation in the case of a highway or 
similar structure. Frequently a small change in grade will accomplish 
the same effect (HRB Bull. 29, 1958). An example is that of the 
Southern Pacific Railroad which, in 1902, relocated about three miles 
of track, abandoning several tunnels and a bridge, after a serious 
slide located along Cow Creek in Section 12, T32S, R8W, Willamette 
Meridian. 
Another method of avoiding a landslide is to bridge over it. 
This is most commonly done with linear engineering works such as rail-
roads, highways and aqueducts. :Sl."idgi.ng is usually done only when the 
slide itself is narrow with stable sides on which the bridge can be 
based. Generally a bridge will be more costly than other treatments 
and it is only used under conditions where other corrective measure~ 
are not practical9 
A landslide ca...~ also be avoided by removing the slide (NAVFAC, 
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1971) •. This is most common when the slide is small. Removal of the 
slide tnaY. also be considered when the value of the endangered work is 
high or when no failure can be tolerated such as at a dam site with 
human lives at stake. 
Reducing the Driving Forces 
Avoidance methods do not have any effect on the stability of the 
slide. These methods simply prevent the slide from adversely affec-
ting the engineering work or whatever is in the way. Excavation 
methods attempt to stabilize the slide by reducing the shearing 
stresses or by increasing the shearing resistance. It is usually more 
economical to design slopes which will be stable rather than ·to re-
design them after sliding has taken place (Zaraba and Mencl, 1969). 
Removal of the head of a slide or slope flattening is based on 
reducing the ~iving ~orces on the slide. When designing this type of 
slide correction, the entire area must be taken into account and care 
must be used.that the excavation does not remove the support from 
adjoining areas a.11d cause additional sliding (NAVFAC, 1971). 
One of the easiest methods of slide correction is to simply 
flatt.en ~he slope to a safe angle as determined by stability analysis. 
In fact, there are computer stability programs available which will 
select the stable slope automatically (State of Calif., 1970). How-
ever, there are a number of .reasons why this may not be desirable. 
The topography may be such that slope flattening is impractical due to 
the high amount of excavation involved. A large flat slope ·opens a 
g-reat unbroken surface to rainfall and serious erosion can result 
(Leighton, 1966). 
I 
t 
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Eenches ~e usually construcied on slopes which a.re ~igher than 
20 feet. Hennes, Hawkins and McCoy (1958) found that for a given 
amount of excavation, slope flattening was less effective in slide 
·stabilization than a slope with benches. Benching has other benefi-
cial effects in that the benches minimize slope wash and, in the case 
of a ncnhomogeneous soil, provide a means for equipment to get up on 
the slope to clean up small failures and generally maintain the slope. 
Slope flattening will be found to be the most effective on -the 
rota·C;,ional type of slide and is generally not recommended for the mud 
flows or slides which have straight slip planes (HRJ3 Bullo 29, 1958). 
As a rule of thumb, if a slide was caused by excavation at the toe, it 
will be necessary to remove approximately twice as much material at the 
head of the slide to stabilize it (HRB :Bull. 29, 1958). In many cases~ 
slope flattening with or ,.d thou·t benches is used in connection with 
other slide correction te.chniques. The excess excavation material re-
sulting fro~ slope fl~ttening can result in a serious waste disposal 
problem. Utilizing the excess to construct a counterbalance at ~he 
toe of the slide is one excellent solution to the problems of slide 
stabilization and waste disposal. 
Increasing Shearing Resistanc~ 
Another means of slide stabilization through excavation methods 
is the shear key, which consists of a wedge of higher strength soil or 
rock placed,nea.r the center of the sliding mass. (Figure 6). The 
shear key extends down through the slip plane into the firJJJ. m1derlying 
soil or rock (NAVFAC, 1971). The size of the shear key and the type 
of soils r..ecessa..cy for its construction can be determined through 
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ordinary landslide analysis methods. The disadvantages in using a 
shear key type of slide correction are the difficulty in locating a 
nearby source of high strength soils and the problems involved in the 
necessary excavation. The latter is probably the most serious objec-
.tion since removing soil to an elevation below the slip plane in the 
middle of a landslide can cause .further ins·tabili ty problems. Safety 
is of u·tmost importance in the design of this ty:pe of slide correction. 
Generally a shear kay slide correction will only be found economically 
feasible in a rather large slide where the thickness of the sliding 
mass is thin compared to the length (Leighton, 1966). 
Drainage is particularly effective in slide stabilization as it 
both increases the shear strength of the soil and redu.ce2 the clriving 
forces acting on the slide. The primary effect of drainage on a slide 
is' the reduc.icion of the pore pressure affecting the slide (Hennes, 
Hawkins and McCoy, 1958). Water can be removed from the slide by 
meal.ls of both surface and underground drainage methods. One of the 
first sieps in the prevention and treatment of slides is to obtain 
good surface drainagea If possible, all streams &."1d temporary water 
cou:eses should be diverted from ·the slide and·any standing water, both 
on the slide and near it, must be drained. Sometimes paved ditches 
and culvert pipes are utilized: in ordc::r to keep collected watei:- from 
escapi:ag back into the slide., However, these a.re subject to rupture 
if the slide continues to move (Zaruba and Mencl, 1969). It will 
usu.ally be found that if the topography lends itself, open ditches are 
a very e:f'feoti,.re way of drainil1g the slidee Once water is collaoted 
at the surface a.nd. placed in a ditch e:nd kept flowing, the bottom of 
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the ditch tends to seal itself with silt and very little water will 
escape baok into the slideQ Du.ring drainage operations, the existing 
ground cover should not be disturbed any more than necessary since 
vegetation removes water from the ground through transpiration of the 
plants (Gray, 1970). 
One of the important features ·which must be determined during 
the preliminary investigation is the presence of underground water. 
The drill log should contain the elevation of the top and bottom of the 
water bearing stratum. Subsurface drainage can consist of both drilled 
horizontal d.rains and ordinary drains placed during construction of· an 
embankment. Drains placed under an embankment usually consist of a 
layer of free-draining gravel and a series of perforated culvert pipe 
to allow escape of a.ny water picked U:P by the gravel. Occasionally a 
layer of rock is placed under a fill without using any pipe and the 
water escapes through the voids in the rock (NAVFAC, 1971). This is 
the so-called "French d.rain. 11 (Figure 5)s This type of drainage is 
onJ.y practical under new construction or in the course of major slide 
reconstruction. 
If the water is encountered in a slide at a shallow depth, a 
cutoff c1rain may be designed (mm :Bu.11. 29, 1958). (Figure:: 5). This 
consists of a deep ditch dug to the bottom elevation of the water 
bearing stratum and across the slide. The cutoff trench will have a 
perf ora·ted pipe placed in it and be partially filled with free-draining 
gravel. Ten to fifteen feet ia the normal economio depth of a cutoff 
drain. 
lfomtarous methods have been used to drain landslides if the water 
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level is too deep to be reached from the surface. Drainage tunnels 
have been used on some slides in Oregon, but are seldom used today due 
to high labor costs (Anon, 1947). 
Another system of underground drainage which is sometimes used, 
if the geologic conditions are suitable, is the vertical drainage well. 
This is used when the water affecting the slide is perched and there 
is an aquifer below which is capable of accepting water from above 
(NA11FAC, 1971). When this method is used, care must be taken that the 
water table in the lower aquifer does not rise during periods of high 
water, thus introducing water back into the landslide. 
Drilled in horizontal dxains have supplemented most other means 
of widerg.eound drainage methods in recent years. (Figure 5). This is 
due to the low cost and the fact tha:t the a.rain installation causes 
little disruption to the landscape. In 1974, drilled in horizontal 
drains cost between $5.00 and $5.50 per foot, including the pipe.3 
The cost of stabilizing a slide us~ng horizontal drains usually works 
out to be 5 to 10 percent of the cost of slide stabilization using 
other means. Horizontal drains have the advantage t:h.at they can be 
installed very rapidly. A crew of two with a drill designed to install 
horizontal drains can install approximately 600 feet of drain per 8 
hour shift iJJ good drilling condi.tions. 3 Originally the drain pipe 
was modified water pipe with holes drilled in or burned in with an 
acetylene torch. Later perforated galvanized pipe became available 
commercially. At p:i?c:sent, nearly all the horizontal drain pipe is 
constructed from PVC plastic which can be ·perforated or slotted. The 
3Ht~cords, 1!1ecleral Righway Administration, Vancouver, Washington" 
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slotted pipe is rapidly becoming the most popular since the width of 
the slots are designed to be of optimum size for capillary attraction 
and also function as a well screen. Horizontal drain pipe is commonly 
2 inches in diameter with 3 or 4 inch pipe being used on occasion. 
Horizontal drains are generally limited to a depth of 200 to 300 feet. 
However, they have been drilled as deep as 1500 feet (HRB :Bull. 29, 
i 
1958). There is no mechanical limit to the dep·th that drains can be 
drilled, but after 300 feet one loses a measure of directional control 
and the drill will sometimes· break out through the surface of the 
ground, particularly if the material being drilled is bouldery. This 
being the case, one can well imagine how many deep holes go astray 
without the operators being aware of the deviations. 
Because horizontal drains require a gradient to operate, long 
drains may be ineffective because of poor directional control. When a 
slide is so large that long drains are required, such drains are fre-
quently brought to a c~ntral ~pot in the slide, with drainage 
originating from there. This ~s us~ally accomplished by digging an 
excavation wide and deep enough to lower a drill to the desired eleva-
tion. Then a series of drains are drilled out. of this excavation. 
The State of Washington has drained these excavations by self-
starting siphons ox by drilling another drain into the pit (HRB :Bull. 
29, 1958). 
Horizontal drain~ are normally drilled with a gradient of 5 to 
25 percent, the angle being determined by the respective elevations 
of the drill site and the base of the wet .stratum. Spacing between 
driJ.lf)d in horizontal drains is sometimes determined by field judgment 
after a fan of drains has been placed across the slide. The d....~in 
showing the greatest flow will be bracketed by a drain on either side. 
The spacing of horizontal drains can also be determined by a rational 
method once the permeability of the slide is known (Todd, 1959), 
(Toksoz and Y...irkham, 1961). 
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Because reduction of the pore pressure in the slide has a great 
stabilizing influence on a slide, ¢bservation wells or piezometers 
should be installed in the preliminary exploration holes. The effect 
of the drain system can then' be evaluated as the drains are j.nstalledo 
This evaluation is particularly important since it is possrole to get 
a reasonable flow of water from a drain installation and yet find that 
the hydrosta·bic head has not been lowered (F..RB :Bull. 29, 1958) i;. 
Occasionally a small flow wili prove effective in reducing the head in 
the slidet but if the installation were evaluated on the basis qf the 
flow, it would be judged a failure. Observ~ation wells also allow the 
continued monitoring of the slide ?ince drains require_ periodic main-
tenance. A program of checkir..g ob~ervation wells can provide advance 
v1ro:ning that whatever stabilization. tech.Ttique was used may be in 
imminent da.n.ger of failing. 
Restraining structures can be constructed of materials other than 
rock or earth, but these a.:re·exceptions used infrequently due to the 
size of the forces involved in le.n,dslides. Piling, cribs, dqwels, 
rock bolts and tie roC.s have all been used as r3st:raints (HP .. "B :Bull. 29, 
1958). 
Slides which a.re pl'..'edominately in hard 'bedz-ock and are moving 
along fractures have been successfully restrained by rook bolts. Rock 
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bolts are a special case and do not depend directly on the shear 
strength of the steel for their restraining effect but on the friction 
generated as the rock is forced together under compression. The de-
sign of successful slide correction, using rock bolts, requires 
considerable explo~ation. Since the rock bolts work by pulling the 
rock into compression, the minimum depth to which the rock bolt must 
be anchored is critical (NAVFAC, 1971). 
A notable case where piling have been used successfully to re-
strain landslides is in Seattle, Washington along Interstate Highway 
5. Here a number of large slides were restrained by a combination of 
drainage and large cast-in-place cylinder pileso (Figure 6). Correc-
tion by the use of piling is not always successful as the forces 
involved are too great to be arrested by piles, or the sllding material 
will flow through the intervals between the· piles. Piling, if un-
succesr~fu.1, can have a negative effect on the slide if they are moved 
by the action of the slide. The material into which they have been 
driven will be disturbed and the slide can deepen. As a general :rule, 
for pilings to be successful they must penetrate 1/4 to 1/3 of their 
length into stable material and there should be at leas_t one pile for 
every .50 cubic yards of moving.mass (HRJ3 Bull. 29, 1958). 
Cribs, retaining walls e .. ml bulkheads are most likely to be. effec-
·tive if imrtalled before sliiling occurs (HlIB Bull. 29, 1958). Once a 
landslide moves, it dJ zru.p i;s the soil a.:nd some of the strength of the 
soil mass is lost because the remolded strength of a clay is less than 
the original strength . (I.ambe al!d Whitman?. 1969 ). These structures 
>.nust recis·t both the sheariug action of the slide and the overturning 
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action. The most critical factor in designing this type of landslide 
correction is to provide for drainage through the structure. 
Buttresses are probably the ~ost common restraining structure 
which are designed to correct slides.. (Figure 6). These are construe-
ted at the toe of the slide and are usually made of earth or rook. 
Euttresses and counterbalances are usually constructed of a material 
stronger than the native soil. This is not necessary in the '::astt of 
the counterbalance design where only the mass of the ma·teria'.1 is 
utilized. Counterbalances are constructed at the toe of a slide wheTe 
the slide material forms an upward bulge. The design is critical in 
that if weak material from the slide is used to construct the counter-
balanc~, it must guard against the instability of the counterbalance 
itself~ A combination of slope flattening and buttressing is often 
found to be a most effective mea.~s of slide correction (NAVFAC, 1971). 
The design of restraining structures f ol'lows the normal soil 
mechanics method of slide analysis. There are computer programs 
available which will automatically analyze the slide a.nd construct the. 
countexbalance to a preselected factor (State of Califo, 1970). 
Caution must be used here because the counterb.alance can automatically 
be constructed high enough to have lateral failures. Generally, a 
stability analysis is made on the center of the slide so when designing 
a buttress, it is advisable to check a section on either side of the 
center as well. In addition, one should be sure th.8,t the slopes used 
I 
in the buttress or counterbalance will be stable. A second situation 
which comm.only occurs when a. counterbalance is used is thB ... t there will 
be tw1.1 (~rii.:ics.J. failure a.rcso One will be a. large radius deep a.re 
which will involve the whole slide and counterbalance. A second will 
be less deep, cutting the surface of the ground just above the butt-
ress or counterbalance (Zaruba and Mencl, 1969). 
There have been two general methods used to stabilize landslides 
by hardening the soils - chemical and ele~trical. 
Chemical methods generally consist of the addition of a chemical 
such as lime, calcium, chloride or phosphoric acid. These will react 
with the clay minerals present in the soil, changing them to a less 
sensitive clay or reduci11g 'their affinity for water (NAV~,AC, 19'71). 
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This technique has been used by the Oklahoma Highway Department on 
several locations.4 Briefly, their.technique is to make borings to the 
depth of the slip su.rface at an approximate spacing of 10 feet& These 
borings are then filled with lime. They feel that for this method to 
be effective, the slide must be made up of A-6 to A-7 soils with the 
mois·ture content slightly abov·e optimum. Evaluation of the slides 
treated in this manner indicates that the maj0r effect has been water 
removal and lowering or ·~he optimum moisture of these soils rather than 
increasing the strength of the soils. 
A recently developed propriet~ process-also stabilizes slides 
using.chemical means.5 The method is based on the introduction of one 
or more chemicals which react with the existing soil minerals causing a 
perma."'lent change. The actual chemicals used are a trade secret and are 
selected on the basis of la.bora:to:cy tests. This method does not 
4Personal commtlllication, Charl~s V. Roberts0n, IJ!aterials 
Engirwer, Oklahoma Highway· DepP-.s:-tment G 
5Ir:in Tech, -Inc., 1680 :Bryant Street, Daly City, California 
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require that the slide be primarily clay, and it can be composed cf a 
large percentage of silt. It does require that the existing slide have 
a safety factor of approximately 0.95. 
The chemical process~s are relatively inexpensive compared to 
other methods of landslide correction • 
.A..'rlother method of hardening s·oils is the elec·trical method. 
Electrical pressure can be use~ to remove water from the earth - a 
process defined by the term electro-osmosis. This has been applied to 
horizontal dralns to make them function more effectively. Casagrande 
(1953) recom:nends the use of electricity for simultaneous soil harden-
ing and water removal and hol~s u. s. patents on the process. The 
principle is that the water ~ell or horizontal drain pipe acts as the 
cathode. The anode is .usually aluminum. The electrical current 
ionizes the aluminum which.then exchanges with sodium or calcium ions 
in the clay causing a permanent chari,~e in the ·clay. 
The Casagrande method was used in King County, Wa?hington to 
stabilize a sliding condition on the east end of the Evergreen P0int 
Floating Bridge a.cross Lake Washington in 1962.6 Power was furnished 
by two lOKW welding generators·with.140 c.a.thodes and 70 aluminum 
anodeso The dewater hardening proc~sses operated 24 hours a day for 
eix days. 20 to 25 gallons o~ water were removed per day from each 
ca thod.e and a solidified column 16 feet in diameter was formed arou11d 
each anode. 
A number of other methods of slide stabilization have been tried 
at vario~s t]Jnes& The only two which are in use at present are 
6aeco:t'ds , 1!1ede::ral Highway .Administration, Olympia., Washington 
blasting and rock blankets. Blasting is seldom used today. The 
method consists of increasing the shear resistance by disrupting the 
slip plane a.nd fracturing the sliding surface to allow water to es-
cape (Zaruba and Mencl, 1969). 
Rock blankets are used extensively on small mudflow slides in 
the Pacific Northwest with considerable success. The principle of the 
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·method is to place a covering of free draining material on the i.mstable 
slope. Either rock or gravel may be used, although tradition favors 
large shot rock. The rock blanket, usually 3 to 5 feet thick, is 
placed on the slope of a mudflow type slide. This porous material 
allows -the water to escape while re:straining the soil. Rook blm1kets 
are designed on the basis of practical experience (NAVFAC, 1971). 
CHAPTER VI 
CLACKAMAS LANDSLIDE 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The following is an example of analysis and treatment of a 
Pacific Northwest landslide. This slide is located about 30 m...i.les 
east of Portland, Oregon along the Clackamas River in the 11Ei Sec. 19, 
T4S, R6E, Willamette Meridian. Excavation of a cut during recon-
struction of the Clackamas llighway in 1968 triggered a slope failure 
which blocked the highway and endangered a key utility tower. The 
initial failure took :place rapidly, during a period of heavy rainfall, 
and was witnessed by a construction worker. Acco~ding to this witness, 
a, large mass of earth about 15 feet high moved rapidly across the 
highv1.s..y.. The majority of this material disappeared into the ad.join-
ing rive~~ After this slide movement was over, the only visible 
e-vidence remaining was the 3 to 6 feet of debris on the road, the scar 
on th~ s1o:pe and some muddy brush caught on the telephone line located 
between the road and the river. 
:Because this slide posed a serious threat to the high vol·tage 
·transmission tower as well as to the highway, a.n extensive ex:ploratior.i. 
a..'l').d analysis program was undertaken on -this slide by the Federal High-
way Ad.ministration. 
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II. :BACKGROUND 
The preparation of a contract to reconstruct portions of the 
Clackamas Highway, State Highway 224, were nearly complete in December 
1964 when the road suffered serious damage due to flooding. After 
emergency repairs were completed t~ make the highway passable to 
traffic, intensive redesign work was undertaken to add the flood 
damage repair to the reconstrliction contract. The federal funds 
available for flood damage repair had to be expended in a limited tim.e 
making rapid completion of the redesign work imperative. As a result 
of the need for haste, a very limited soils survey was done on the 
flood da.mr~ged areas a...~d this slide was not identified during the de-
sign stage. 
rrhe terrain in the vicinity of the slide is comprised. of nec...rly 
vertical basalt cliffs between moderately rolling uplands and the 
Clackamas River. ::Bedrock, where exposed is mapped as :Boring a.gg.J..o-
merates (Baldwin, 1964). 
'15."'le nearest U. s. Depart~ent of Commerce Weather Bureau Sta.ti.on 
i~ at the Th~ee Lynx Ranger Station. Using data available from tbis 
station, the slide vicinity is found to have average annual pi·ecipi-
tation of 65e5 inches including a mea..~ annual snowfall of 34 inches. 
The mea:n temperature is 51 Ft "b11t extremes may range from 105 F to a 
low of minus 4 F. 
The origj.nal back slope was designed on a .75:1 which proved too 
steep for stab:i:li ty c In addj/G:i.ou to the large failure described 
ee.rlier,. a. series of emaller failures took place during construction. 
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As 1 the project was under construction, it was decided that a delay for 
\' 
investigation of the slide could not be tolerated. It was arbitrarily 
depided to correct the slide by flattening the slope to 1.5:1. This 
did not prove effective and additional small failures occurred during 
the remainder or 1969. 
It ·was then decided that a complete investigation should be made 
of: the slide. This decision was made primarily because Portland Gen-
er~l Electric's high voltage transmission tower 97 appeared to be in 
dallger -if sliding continued •. This tower is especially cri tioaJ. as it 
is the highest in a series of towers. If it should prove necessary to 
move tower 97, as marcy- as 10 other towers could require movement or 
moiµfications. 
III. EXPLORATION 
In order to accomplish the field exploration in the most 
efficient manner, aerial photographs, plans, cross-sections and soils 
I 
StLir~ey data were reviewed. The aerial photographs revealed that the 
sl~de w-a.s ori.J~y a part of more extensive sliding which extended to the 
ea.st and west along the Clackamas River. A large slide scar was found 
just wast of the slide under study. (Figure 7)t' 
The de·t;ailed field investigation took place during December 1969. 
A progx~.:tr.il. of .mapping, drilling, sampling, geophysical (seismic) testing 
and instrum.e.atation was implemented. (Pla-'i;e 2). A truck-mounted 
Acker core d.zill was used with both auger and reguJ_ar drilling equip-
:ment to m.::1'.ke the exploi::ato::r..7 1)0.dngs anrl olrtain the desired aamplr~s • 
.A to·tal of ::~.i.Y. bo:ri.ngs were· ma.de in the slide area. :Because the slide 
1 Mil e -~--·-.l 
Sta.ti on 425 Clackamas Highway s1i.c~~:; ~ 
i. ";.- . "; 
activity had been related to perioqs of heavy rainfall, as much of the 
bor:Lng as possible was accomplished using augers which do not intro-
duce water into the ground while drilling. Augering was made· dif fi .... 
cult by the presence of boulders in the slide material. Only one of 
the six borings was completed using· augers a.lone. The others wei.·e 
auge:.."'.'ed to refusal and the boring completed using a 3-3/4 inch tricoue 
rock bit. The water table wa~ measured immediately in the au.gered 
hole and. again after a several .day period to allow water to reach 
eq¢1ibrium il:1 the rock bitted holes. In order to provide for future 
water table measurements, one inch electrical conduit was pla.ced in 
fi.J.e o.f the six holes for use as obse:t."'Vation wells. Since ·che safety 
... 
I 
of :the Portland Gene:r.·al Elect:cic t:ra.nsruission tower was c;f :f~!:'iJus,ry 
cotlsideration d.uring this investigut:~on, an i,ncl.inometer tui)e was 
I 
! 
plted in borfog number 3 near the .tower, 
: 8ampli11g of the different soil strata \tas done by means of a. 
shelby tube sampler and a stationery piston tube sampler. Augel." 
cu.ttin~s were also collected and aealeci in glass jars. Samples of 
the; VJ!11er slide debris were collected with little difficulty, but 
consid.c--:r-able difficulty was e:x::P~:rienced in sampling the wet soil 
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asspciated with the slip plane.· The difficulty was primarily that the 
I 
I 
laykr was thin and underlain by a harder stratum which shelby tubes 
oou.1d not penetrate<> L11 several cases the layer was not de·tected until 
aft~r ·the layer had been conJplei.;ely penetrated. This was e~pecially 
true whu:n thr:: -.e':>ck bit; was being ttse,::1\11 'l''he une t.lf wate:t· ;ihen rock 
! 
bith:ng through large boulders softened the soil, making it impossible 
I 
to ~.:h.;ting11ifJh betwE:eu the naturally. occi1.:rril.Lg bar-d and scf·t Ia~,"ers. 
I 
I 
,. ' 
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Water introduced during drilling also made it difficult to identify 
the water bearing strata, if prese~~· 
Five refraction seismic lines.were run on this slide using an 
Electro-Tech PRA-2 12 channel seismograph. The lines were tied to 
the borings in an attempt to expan~ the information economically on 
the slip plane obtained in th~· borings. Line 5 was run halfway up 
the slope providing slip plane'.data in a location where the information 
was extremely useful and would have been difficult to obtain by other 
means. 
The Electro-Tech instrument provided a permanent record, al-
' 
though the Kodak 1875 self-developing paper which was used resulted in 
a record unsu.i:table for re:prod:uction •. The data was reduced using a..11 
I:BM .)60 electromic computer with the resulting interpretation spot-
checked by hari.d calculationso · Each seismic line was shot in the 
center of the line in addition to the two ends in order·· to increase 
the number of end-point determinations. The seismic data showed -a 
three layer condition with 1500 FPS and 3500 FFS layers above the slip 
plane and 6000 FPS in the firm~:;r material below. (Plate 3) 
The field investigation revea~ed that the moving.slide material 
consisted of soil boulder slide debris. This material was sliding on 
a thin layer of reddish brown medi~ plastic moist clay. The material 
under the slip plane was a firm weathered rock which in turn overlay a 
harder rock. One of the shelby tube samples contained a six inch layer 
of ver-:r ~orous volcanio tephra·recovered from a layer just above the 
weathf:JXHrl rock layer.., There reay be a discontinuou.s layer of this 
porous material in th;-: slide which is conveying large amounts of water 
·, 
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to the slip plane. 
IV. LABORAi+'ORY TESTING 
The laboratory testing consisted of routine identification and 
one unconfined compression test. (~able l). The number of laboratorf 
tests was severely limited because of the poor sample r:ecovery in the 
field~ Some undisturbed samples recovered in shelby tubes contained 
trapped water. The samples flowed out of the tube when opened in the 
laboratory· so that valid tests could not be performed on this .material. 
The·Atterberg limits, mo~sture content and grain size distri-· 
bution were used to estimate the strength of the cohesive ma.ti;rialo 
V. STABILITY ANALYSIS 
The landslide at sta·~ion- 425 appears to have had two a.nd possibly 
more actiite stag·es ;n its history. The exploration indicates a· nearly 
£lat surface associated with the ~op of the weathered rook. The 
current movement is largely rotational wi·th some mudflows taking place 
near the toe. ~acause of this, two methods of stability analysis were 
used in analyzing this slide. 
Wedge analysis (Figure 8) was used to analyze the sliding type 
of f'ailm·e a.ssocia·ted with the earl:Ler sliding movement. i:t.1he wedge 
analysis shows a fa<~'tvr of safety well above unity, tending to confirm 
the field cbservaiions that the current &liding is of a rotational 
nat-u.:r.e.. 1f'nese results must be ~pp lied w:i.th some caution since the 
soil strength data (.!ll which the ca] cu1ations are based was limited duo 
to -'che 1v:>o:r7 ~s.mple re0o·y9ry a:t the Dli.de. It is probable that the 
TAJ31E I 
LABORATORY DATA CLACKAMAS LANDSLIDE 
Boring No. 1, Location Station 324+50, 240' Lt. 92., 
Sample No. 
Depth 
Sieve Size 
Percen·t Passing 
Noo 4 
No. 10 
No. 40 
No., 200 
0.02 MM 
0.005 MM 
Natural Moisture 
Specific Gravity 
Liquid Lim:t t 
Plasticity Index 
Shea.rir...g s·c:r:ess 
1 2 
20 Ft. 24.5 - 26.5 Ft. 
41.0 
. 2 0:47 Tons/:foot 
75.5· Lbso/Foot3 at 52.00fe 
3 
34 Ft. 
lOOoO 
95 .. 3 
83.6 
62.6 
47 .. 5 
30o5 
40.5 
2.74 
45 
16 
52 
1~·· -
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natural slope was close to equilibrium having been formed by sliding 
originally. This fact was utilized to confirm the soil strength values 
used by perf o:rming an analycis using the original slope and finding a 
·safety factor of 1. 
The slide was also analyzed u~ing both the ordinary method of 
slices and the modified Bishop.method on an Ifil.1 360 electronic compu-
ter. These results show a factor of safety of less than l for a 
failure arc just touching the top of tho weathered layer. Pig-i.:..re 9 
shows an example of one of the computer analysis. 
A number of analysis, both wedge a.nd circular, were prepared 
designing a buttress to correct this slide. It was found that the 
moat economical buttress which coul~ be a.esigned would consist of rock 
:baving weight of 140 pounds per oubi.c foot and an angle of internal 
friction of 40 , and in the shfJ,.pe of a parallelogram 40 feet thick a.rid 
30 feet high. .Analysis also showed that a reduc·tion of the water 
·table would have a stabilizing effect on the slide. 
VI., CORRECTION 
The stability analysis indicated that the head of the slid.e had 
only marginal stability and that a.dd.itional slope flattening would net 
be advisableq Ju1 acceptable factor 0f safety could be obt.~ined by 
construc·c:i.ng -'Ghe :r:ock buttress previously described, but it would be ru1 
extr,!":Plel.y costly solution due to the. size and the r1eed for the constru<:-
tion i:.d' "i~he base to be about 10 feet al1ove the hgihway grade. The 
ex<}avat:i.on necessary at the toe" cf the slid.e would also involve some 
::5-sk :: .. 1,· failuxe dux-ing conei;ruction before the buttress was in place" 
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F~r these reasons, correction using a rook buttress was abandoned in 
favor of oth~r corrective measures. · 
Reduction of the water pore pressure had also been shown by 
stability analysis to be effective in stabilizing the slide. A system 
of drainage utilizing both surface ditches and horizontal drains was 
proposed as the most economical method of ·correcting the slide. Water 
entered the auger holes rapidly during the exploratory drilling in-
dicating tha;t drains should be effective since the formation was 
reasonably pe:rmeable and water was present. 
Approval was obtained for an attempt to correct this slide by 
drain.age. A drainage ditch wa~ surveyed and staked out to drain the 
swamp shown on Pla·ce 2. Permission could no·t be obtained to do the 
.. 
necessary dozer work to dig the drainage di.~ch or to site the drill 
for installing horizontal drains in the most favorable location. 
Permission was obtained to ins·tall ·the drains if the existing cut 
slope was not disturbed and a.less desirable drain site wae selected 
at a higher position on the slide. 
In March 1972 fifteen drilled.in horizontal drains and three 
additional e:q:>loratory borings numbered 7, 8 and 9 were installed in 
the slide. The drains were planned as a first step in stabilizing 
the slide to.see if they would .be effective in reducing the water 
levels in the slide. 
The results do not appear to be completely successful since, 
although the drains are working and run varying amounts of water from 
O durine thf: dcy summer up t? 4: gallons per minute measured in the 
winter 1 thi;; wa·t;e:r table a.s ·i:aea.sured in the test borings still remains 
•,. 
I• 
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at approximately the::: same elevat·ions as before the instal.lation of the 
drains. The fact that the drains w~re not successful was proven when 
an additional failure occurred in January 1974 after a period of heavy 
·rains. This most recent activity ~ccurred along the scarp previously 
formed and shown on the map.. (Plate 2). Movement along this s~arp 
is estimated to be about one foot. About 500 cubic yards of debris 
was deposited on the road in the spriµg of 1974. 
VII.. CONCLUSIONS 
This slide was not recognized before construction started due to 
the lack of time for a normal soils· investigation. Had this not been 
a rush project to repair the flood drulk".:l.ge, the slide woulcl undoubtedly 
have been identified with the use of aerial photographs Bnd the other 
techniques described earlier as par·t; of the no:t."'mal soils sur-vey o The 
topography in the slide area and the design requirements for grade 
plus the alignment of the highway would have made it impossible to 
avoid the slide in any event. It c~rtainly would have proven more 
economical to include the slope flattening in the original contract, 
had th~ slide been recognh~ed, than doing it 1ater by change ordeJ: 
during construction as was do~e. 
Corrective measures w.,ere -ta.ken.in the field before any exploration 
was accompl.tshed on the slide whioh is :risking ·the possibility. of 
making a bad situation worse •. In this case, the subsequent investiga-
tion Bhmimd. that slope flattenl.ng did contribute to the stability of the 
slide. 
The information gathered indicates that this slide is a reacti-
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vation of a small portion of a large ancient slide caused by 
steepening a slope in the process of road construction. The original 
slide appeared to be a block glide~· The current movement is rotation-
al with some mud.flow activity occur.ring at the toe. 
The inclinometer instal~ed near tower 97 shows that movement has 
not taken place since its installation on January 5, 1970 to the most 
recent reading on March 15, 1974 •. 
The horizontal drain installation, while removing· water from the 
slide, .was not successful in lowering the water table in the slide 
vicinity. 
Recommended future corrective measures include flat~ening the 
slope to a minimum of 2 to 1 a..i,~d the addition of a rock blanket to 
prevent mudflows. Additional ·drilled in drains should be installed 
lower on the slope ~s a further.effort to lower the water level in the 
slide. 
Careful monitoring of all the .instri.:µnentation will be needed for 
several years to provide a warning. ~hould the head of the slide expand 
and endanger the power line tower.-
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PLATE I .A1 r:::========================::;:::=====================================================================:::::i::;:;:;;;;;:=:::::;~~~~~~==============================================================::::::=::=======;i', TYPE OF MATERIAL .~ 
TYPE OF MOVEMENT (BEFORE MOVEMENT,. fc SOILS BEDROCK (CLASTIC MATERIAL, INCLUDING ROCK FR4GMENTS, SHEARED BEDROCK, ORGANIC MATTER, ETC.J 
I. FALLS 
Mass in motion frlnlels most of ttMt distance 
through ttMt air. Includes free foll, movement by 
leaps and bounds, and rollinq of roclc and debris 
fragments without much in~roction of one frog· 
ment with another. 
II. SLIDES 
Mcwemttnt caused by finite shear failure alonq 
one or several surfaces which ore visible or whose 
presence may reosonobly be inferred. 
A. Material in motion not greatly deformed. 
Moving moss consists of one or o few units. 
Maximum dimension of units is greater than 
displacement between units. Mo..ement may be 
controlled by surfaces of weakness such as 
faults bedding planes or .i!;>ints. 
IJ SWMP: Mo~ment ollly.alang internal slip 
surloces which ore usually concave uoword. 
ROTATIONAL PLANAR 
BockwarCJ tilting of units is c:ommon. 2) BLOCK Plate 1-c SL~, MP BLOCK GLIDE 
GUDE: Movement of a single unit out oncl down J~-------+-------+-------------~--'-e--------:;::~ along a more or less planar surface of ~
generally a bedding plane. Block may glide for 
out on original ground surface. 
·-----" 8. Moreriol in motion is i;,reatly deformed or con· 
sists of many semi-independent units. 
Movement frequently is structurally controlled 
by surfaces of weakness such os faults, joints, 
bedding planes,, variations in shear stmlgth be-
tween layers or bedded dep.:;sits, or bf the con· 
tact between firm bedrock ond overlying detritus. 
Maximum dimension of units is comparable to rx 
less thon displacement between units, and gen· 
erally much smaller thon displacement of cen1er 
of gravity of the whale mass. Movement may pro-
gress be)l'Ol1d original slip surface so that parts 
of moss slide over the ground surface. 
DRY 
MOSTLY LARGE ROCK FRAGMENTS 
Plate 1-i 
,--ROCKSLIDE 
control by 
joints 
control bY, 
beddi 
NON-PLASTIC 
SORTED 
OR 
SAND 
SAND RUN 
OR 
SENSITIVE 
SILT 
Plate l·g 
BLOCK GUDE 
ALL UNCONSOLIDATED 
PLANAR 
MIXED ROCKS SOIL CLAY. ETC. 
oiler Heim (1932) 
Elm, Switzerland 
LOESS FLOW (dry) 
(caused by earthquake) 
exlremely fOp;d Plate l·n 
gradotional 
series 
1881 
(Voriety; ROCKFALL AVALANCHE) 
...... 
~ 
This ~ of mcwement oetu,. only when lorve rockfalls ond 
mcllslidff ottatn vn11!ll!OI .op~if'y £ ~~J; !1;:-"~ ~~ 
than 130 ft per sec at Elm.) 
~ 
m. FLOWS ~ 
Movement within displaced moss such that ~ 
the form taken by moving material rx ftie op- ~ 
parent distribution of velocities and_ d1spl~ce 
ments resemble those of viscous fluids. Slip ~ 
surfaces within moving material ore usually ~ 
not v1s1ble or are short-lived. Boundary be- t.;: 
tween moving moss and material in Place may ~ 
be sharp or a zone of distributed shear. ~ 
WET 
17. COMPLEX LANDSLIDES 
Movement is by a combination of one or f!IO'e of 
the three principal types of movement descflbed 
above. Many landslides ore camplex,ofthough, os 
illustrated in Pis. l·k and 1·1, one type of ~menr 
generally <!ominates over the others ot certain areas 
within o shde or at a particular time m the evolution 
of o slide. 
Nomenclature of the ports of a landslide 
(see drawing ot right) 
MAIN ~RP- A steep surface on the undisturbed 
ground oroU the periphery of the slide, caused by 
ITIO\lement of slide material owoy from the undisturb· 
ed ground. The projection of the scarp surface under 
the disturbed material becomes the surface of 
rupture. . .. _ 
MINOR ~RP- A steep lWrface on the d1sturu-
ed material pr uced by differential rno..ements within 
tile sliding moss. 
tl£Af)- The upper parts of the slide moteriol 
along~ contact between the disturbed moteriol and 
the main scarp. 
TOP- The highest point of contact between the dls-
turlied material and the main scarp. . . 
FOOT - The line of intersection (sometimes buried) 
between the lower port of the surface of rupture and 
the original ground surface. . . 
TO£- The margin of disturbed material most dis· 
tont from the moin scarp. 
Plate 1-t 
TIP-The point on the toe most distant from the top of the slide. 
'J!'LANK- The side of the landslide 
CROWN- The material that is stll! . e, practically undisturbed, 
and adjacent to the highest ports of t~ n scarp. 
~NAL GROUND SURFACE - ; · oe that existed before the 
mo which 1s being considered tc ce. If this is the surface of 
on older landslide that fact should be J. 
LfJFT ~ND ~1'1HT- Corr.poss d11. s ore preferable in describ-
ing 0 Side, ut If right and left Ore USc y refer to the Sllde aS Viewed 
from the crown. 
wery rapid 
RAPID EARTHFLOW 
J 
MUOFLOW 
The following defirition of a landslide hos been adopted for use in 
this book: • 
Landslide-The tern"londslide denotes downward and ~rd ."!".ve· 
ment of slope-forming rioteriols composed of natural rock, soils, art1f1c1al 
fills. or combinations tt ereof. . . . . 
Landslides move ol inq surfaces of separation by follrng, sliding, and 
by flowing. Ports of a landslide may 1T1C111e upward while other ports 
move downward. The lcwer limit of the rate of mo~ment of landslide 
material is restricted i.i this book by the economic aspect t0 that actual 
or- potential rote of m01 ement which provokes correction or maintenance. 
PL \TE I 
•The type of moteriol involved is classified acco · 
its state prior to initial mo11ement or, if the tYPe 
ment changes, occordinq to its state at the ffrne 
change in mcwement. Thus, the EJm slide (Pl. l-1} 
as a rock slide and rock fell in bedrock, but at t o 
flowing type of movement started the material 
"unconsofidated" moss of extremely rapidly ITIOllin k 
fragments. ! 
••ey debris is meant natural soil and rock detri 
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